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SAFE AND SECURE E-COMMERCE OPTIONS

Journals using ScholarOne Manuscripts™ can
seamlessly integrate payment options into their
production workflow process.
Many journals, societies, and publishers collect fees
from their authors as part of the post-acceptance
production process. Fees are variable and may be
based on any number items such as the number of
figures or pages in the manuscript, the type of article
being published, society or association membership
of one or more authors, reprints charges, or fees
for open access publication. With ScholarOne
Manuscripts’s post-acceptance e-commerce
capabilities, implementing a payment system is
quick and simple. With the secure and seamless
integration of the PayPal® gateway, you can be
assured that your system and your author’s privacy
are completely safeguarded.
ScholarOne Manuscripts e-commerce capabilities
can be used for any currency and are completely
automated. Author payment totals are calculated,
and payments are directly deposited into your

established merchant account. You save valuable
time by eliminating the administrative effort normally
required.
Getting started is easy! You’ll work with our
professional and experienced Implementation
Managers, who will help you assess your journal’s
needs and determine your e-commerce settings to
collect payments for:
•
•
•
•
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Open Access fees
Color reproduction
Reprints
Cover images
Custom fees

BENEFITS TO JOURNALS/PUBLISHERS

•

•
•

PayPal is integrated into the look and feel of
ScholarOne Manuscripts. Authors seamlessly pay
the journal without the interference of a third-party
vendor.
Simple and inexpensive pricing.
Payments are deposited into the journal’s merchant
account, reducing administration costs.

EASY SET-UP OF PAYMENT OPTIONS
Journals can adjust payment settings including methods of
payment accepted and currency.

SECURE PAYMENT CONFIRMATION
Payment is confirmed in real time with
printable receipt.
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BENEFITS TO AUTHORS

•
•

Authors pay directly through ScholarOne Manuscripts.
Authors from across the world have the option of paying
via Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover, check
or purchase order, reducing costly bank and conversion
fees.
Author credit card and bank numbers aren’t seen by the
journal or publisher or stored in ScholarOne Manuscripts.
Financial information stays safe and ensures protection
against unauthorized charges.

•

STRAIGHT-FORWARD PAYMENT SCREENS
The payment information screen is completely integrated into
each journal’s site; is easy to use and allows journals to offer
payment options.

INDUSTRY-LEADING SUPPORT
•
•
•
•

Project Manager Assignment
Site-specific instructor-led training
ScholarOne Manuscripts Online User Guide
Live telephone assistance
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EST M-F

•

Email support
24x5, EST M-F
24 hour support at your
event provided at an
additional charge
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